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LONGITUDINAL TOPOGRAPHIC PROFILES OF VERY LONG CHANNELS IN 
VENUSIAN PLAINS REGIONS. T. J. Parker, California Institute of Technology, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena CA 91109; G. Komatsu and V. R. Baker, Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, 85721. 

impossible, to reconstru; a channel's longitudinal 
gradient from the Magellan altimetry data. However, 
longitudinal profiles, particularly of the longest 
channels, could provide useful tools for measuring 
regional tectonism. Though this can also be 
accomplised simply by measuring variations in the 15' 150 
topography of volcanic plains units - which were 
presumably once horizontal surfaces - the channels can 
provide a clear link between plains units separated by 
ridge systems and other structures that might otherwise 165' law 195O o" 

Long sinuous channels on Venus appear to be most concentrated in lowland plains regions 
(1). The longest sinuous channel on Venus is Hildr Fossa (Fig I), which at approximately 
6800km may also be the longest channel in the solar system. The uniform width these 
channels maintain for thousands of kilometers suggests that loss of material fiom the channel 
due to cooling and thermal and mechanical erosion of the extant plains were in near- 
equilibrium and that effusion rates were relatively constant for sustained periods. Their 
similarities to sinuous, meandering terrestrial rivers indicate that regional slopes were very 
gentle, analagous to river floodplains. Most sinuous plains channels appear integral with the 
surrounding plains, and probably formed during or at the waning stages of plains volcanism. 
All are confined to plains units, even when those plains embay or separate inselbergs of older 
terrain. No sinuous plains channels cut terrain units other than the plains in which they lie. 

Efforts to measure the topographic gradient of the 
15v long sinuous channels to model flow through them have , , 
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be equivocal. 
Figure 2 is a longitudinal topographic profile of ,, SCALE 
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Hildr Fossa based on over 300 data points along the L- un 

channel's 6800km length. Both the source an3 the Figure 1: 
distal end of the channel have been buried or modified by subsequent volcanism or tectonism. 
As of this writing, examination of full resolution mosaics of the channel for morphological 
indicators of flow direction (e.g., point bar/cut bank relationships seen elsewhere) are 
pending. The MIT altimetry image was contoured at an interval of 50m. A simple line fit to 
the data suggests an overall gradient of less than 02m/kilometer from Rusalka Planitia to 
Atalanta Planitia. The low region (approx. -400m elevation) between 1800km and 2900km 
corresponds to a large ovoid-shaped structure in quad C1-30N171, which is bounded by a 
disconnected system of arcuate ridge belts (also recognizable in the Pioneer topographic data, 
Fig 1). The +400m peak at 2500km is west of center of this structure. This section of Hildr 
Fossa appears most degraded compared to other sections. 

160' 
been frustrated by the preponderance of wrinkle ridge 
and fault systems and other evidence of regional 

REFERENCE: (1) Komatsu, G., Baker, V. R., and Parker, T. J., 1992, LPSC - 23, this 
volume. 

deformation of the plains in which they are found. 
Wrinkle ridges and ridge belts are the most common 
structures cutting the channels. The channels tend to be 
readily traceable across these ridge belts, though they w :  , ' 
may be somewhat degraded. Vertical displacements on : 
the order of hundreds of meters over horizontal distances 
of a few kilometers are common at ridge crossings. 

This deformation mav make it difficult. even 
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